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Electronic structure of rare-earth sesquioxides and oxysulfides
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Abstract

Rare-earth sesquioxides R2O3 and oxysulfides R2O2S (R= La, Ce, and Pr) have been theoretically investigated by first-principles pseu-
dopotential method based on local density approximation in density functional theory. The structural, electronic, vibrational and dielectric
properties of the rare-earth compounds are investigated with rare-earth pseudopotentials with 4f-electrons of rare-earth atoms as core states.
Calculated properties related to the ground states appear consistent with the experimental results. The calculation result also indicates a
possibility of another phonon mode assignment from Raman spectra of La2O3. The present work also implies that 4f-states are essential in
electronic excitations to explain the variation of photo-absorption and body-color of R2O3/R2O2S.
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. Introduction

Rare-earth (RE) sesquioxides R2O3 [1] and oxysulfides
2O2S (R= Y and lanthanide)[2,3] are wide-gap materials

hat are attractive in technology viewpoint and are unique in
cientific viewpoint. For the large RE ion (e.g. La, Ce, and
r), the A-type structure of R2O3 belongs to the same space
roup with the structure of R2O2S, D3

3d (P3̄m1); the only dif-
erence is that one of the three oxygen sites is occupied by
sulfur atom (Table 1). The primitive unit cell contains one
olecule of R2O3 (R2O2S). The systems can be regarded as

ayered compounds. They have been investigated for phos-
hors, nano-structured materials for additive, coating, cata-

yst, and so forth. Recently R2O3 has been investigated for
igh-permittivity (high-k) materials, namely, alternative gate
aterials insulators[4]. It is thus crucial to understand the
ptical and dielectric properties of the RE systems for such
ractical applications.

Still, our understanding on the electronic structure of
he systems appears lacking. For example, the variation of
band-gap” (detected by photo-absorption) of R2O3 has been
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known: 5.5 eV for La2O3, 2.4 eV for Ce2O3, 3.9 eV for Pr2O3
and so forth[5]. This trend has not been explained dire
from the viewpoint of electronic structure. The body co
variation of R2O2S also suggests this kind of band-gap v
ation[3], although not all the band gaps of R2O2S have bee
measured. However, only a few theoretical investigat
have been conducted for the RE systems, only for the
ometries and fundamental properties such as density of
[6–8]. Further, vibrational and dielectric properties of the
systems are not fully understood from theoretical viewpo

The present work aims at theoretically evaluating st
tural, electronic, vibrational and dielectric properties of
RE systems. This study is expected for the quantitative u
standing of the dielectric properties of R2O3 as the high-k can-
didates. Incidentally, the present authors have demonstr
combination of such theoretical analysis and an empirica
mula based on polaron, which leads to successful evalu
of the maximum scintillation efficiency in Y2O2S:Eu[9].

2. Calculation method

The present calculations have been performed owin
ABINIT code[10], which is based on first-principles pse
dopotentials and plane waves in the framework of the de
925-8388/$ – see front matter © 2005 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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Table 1
Optimized structural parameters on R2O2S and R2O3, along with experimental values with parentheses

Y2O2S La2O2S Ce2O2S Pr2O2S La2O3 Ce2O3 Pr2O3

a 3.750 (3.791) 4.035 (4.049) 3.976 (4.008) 3.930 (3.976) 3.933 (3.940) 3.871 (3.888) 3.824 (3.859)
c 6.525 (6.596) 6.914 (6.939) 6.882 (6.886) 6.752 (6.831) 6.086 (6.130) 6.001 (6.026) 5.934 (6.013)
c/a 1.740 (1.740) 1.714 (1.714) 1.716 (1.718) 1.718 (1.718) 1.547 (1.556) 1.550 (1.550) 1.552 (1.558)
u 0.282 0.279 (0.279) 0.280 0.281 0.247 (0.245) 0.247 (0.245) 0.247 (0.246)
v 0.631 0.629 (0.629) 0.629 0.629 0.645 (0.645) 0.645 (0.647) 0.645 (0.656)
B 142 109 114 119 118 124 130

Lattice constantsa andc in Å. Atom positions in R2O2S (R2O3) using lattice vector unit are±(1/3, 2/3, u) for 2R with u ≈ 0.28(0.25),±(1/3, 2/3, v) for 2O
with v ≈ 0.63(0.65), and (0, 0, 0) for 1S (1O), respectively. Bulk modulus in GPa. Experimental data from Ref.[3] for R2O2S, Ref.[7] for La2O3, Ref.[8] for
Ce2O3, and Ref.[32] for Pr2O3. The data for Y2O2S come from the previous work[23]

functional formalism[11]. The exchange-correlation energy
is evaluated within the local density approximation (LDA) by
using Ceperley–Alder homogeneous electron gas data[12].
The wave functions are expanded in plane waves up to a
kinetic-energy cutoff of 80 Hartree. Integrals over the Bril-
louin zone (BZ) are replaced by a sum on a Monkhorst–Pack
grid of (4× 4 × 2) specialk-points[13]. The geometrical op-
timization are performed with Broyden–Fletcher–Goldfarb–
Shanno minimization.

Troullier–Martins-type pseudopotentials,[14] generated
thanks to theFHI98PP code, [15] have been adopted in
this work. An important part of this work is the con-
structions of reliable pseudopotentials of the RE atoms.
The electronic configuration of the RE atoms is taken
as [Kr]4d104fx5s25p65d15s2 (x = 0, 1, 2 for La, Ce, Pr,
respectively). We treated the 5s, 5p, 5d, 6s electrons as
valence states, while [Kr]4d104fx as core states; the cut-off
radii for valence electron pseudo-wavefunctions are taken
just before the outmost maximum of the corresponding true
atomic-wavefunction[16]. Since our RE pseudopotentials
are prepared to have good transferability for the ground state
calculations, electronic excitation related to 4f-states are
beyond the scope of the present study. Still, the present work
is useful to see if the variation of the “energy gap” between
the anion p-states and the RE d-states among R2O3 (R2O2S).

The phonon modes, dielectric permittivity tensors, and
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experimental data within about 1% errors, which are typical in
LDA calculations. It is noted that the R–O/R–S bond lengths
appear close to the sum of the corresponding Shannon’s ionic
radii. The atomic structure may thus be regarded as the result
of ion-packing.

Fig. 1 shows the calculated band structures of R2O3 and
R2O2S at the optimized equilibrium volume. The results in-
dicate that they have indirect gaps, although the band gaps are
underestimated due to the LDA; the experimental (calculated)
band-gaps are 5.5 eV[5] (3.6 eV) for La2O3, and 4.6 eV[23]
(2.7 eV) for La2O2S, respectively. The topology of R2O2S
bandstructure appears similar with that of Y2O2S, [23] be-
cause of the present treatment of 4f-states as core electrons.
Topology similarity between the bandstructure of R2O2S and
that of R2O3 can also be confirmed due to the similarity in
the atomic geometries.

To identify the character of the conduction/valence bands,
we focus on the density of states (DOS) of La2O2S and
La2O3. Fig. 2shows the total DOS and atom-projected DOS
of La2O2S and La2O3. From the atom-projected DOS, the
valence bands have the character of the p-states of the an-
ions, whereas the conduction bands have the character of the
La d-states. It is interesting to note that both the p-states of
the anion at±(1/3, 2/3, v) and the p-states of the anion at the
origin cover all the valence bands in La2O2S (La2O3) with
the overlap with La d-states in complex manner. We thus ex-
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d
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orn effective charge tensors are evaluated by the de
unctional perturbation theory (DFPT).[17] Technical detail
mployed in the present computation of the second-ord
ponses to atomic displacements and homogeneous e
elds can be found in Ref.[18], while Ref.[19] presents th
ubsequent computation of dynamical matrices, Born e
ive charges, dielectric permittivity tensors and so forth.
resent authors have successfully applied the DFPT to se

norganic[9,20,21]and organic[22] systems.

. Results and discussions

We first calculated the total energies of R2O3 and R2O2S
s a function of volume and found the equilibrium volum
y fitting the computed values to Murnaghan’s equatio
tate. The calculated parameters (Table 1) agree well with the
l

ect some degree of covalency between the La atom
he anions from the overlap in the atom-projected DOS
he both compounds, although it is practically difficult to p
orm band-by-band decomposition of the DOS. The topo
ifference in the bandstructure between La2O2S and La2O3
auses the shape difference in the DOS, in particular,
he top of the valence bands.

We also note the wider bandwidth in the sequence
a to Pr (Fig. 1) by closer examination of the bandstr

ures of R2O3 (R2O3). This implies stronger covalency
his order. The strength of the covalency may be rel
o the calculation result of the cohesive (atomization) e
ies; 43.3 eV, 43.9 eV, 44.2 eV for La2O3, Ce2O3, Pr2O3, and
1.2 eV, 41.7 eV, 42.0 eV for La2O2S, Ce2O2S, Pr2O2S, re-
pectively, although the LDA will overestimate the cohe
nergies. This trend in the bond strength may also be re

o the variation of the bulk moduli (Table 1) and the phono
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Fig. 1. Band structures of R2O2S and R2O3 (R = La,Ce,Pr). The energies are relative to the top of valence bands (the anion p-states). The conduction bands
consist of the RE d-states. Note that 4f-electrons of the R atoms are treated as core electrons, which should be somewhere in the conduction bands (for R= La)
or in the energy gap between the anion p-states and the cation d-states (for R= Ce,Pr). The valence band widths of R2O2S (R2O3) are 3.4, 3.6, and 3.8 eV
(3.0, 3.1, 3.2 eV) for R = La, Ce, and Pr, respectively.
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Fig. 2. Total and atom-projected density of states of La2O2S (left) and La2O3 (right). O1 (O2) denotes the oxygen at±(1/3, 2/3, v) with v ≈ 0.65 (at the
(0, 0, 0)) in La2O3.

wavenumbers, which we will see later (Table 2). Thus the
above calculation results appear consistent.

Even though the LDA energy gap should be regarded as
qualitative, little variation of the calculated energy gaps in
R2O3 indicates that the variation of the experimental band-
gaps in R2O3 cannot be expected in the band-structures with-
out 4f-states. In fact, the photo-absorption can be ascribed
to the local excitation in the RE atom involving 4f-states.
Specifically, the absorption energies of 4fn−15d1 or charge
transfer state (CTS) transition, given by Jørgensen[24],
appears to explain the band-gap variation of R2O3. (See Fig.
25 on the page 184 of Ref.[2], which depicts the transition
energies from the ground state to the 4fn−15d1/CTS of the RE
dopants in R2O3). It is interesting to note that the variation of
the 4f-state positions of the RE dopants has been clarified in

some wide-gap materials by Dorenbos[25]; he also discusses
the relation between the 4f-state in the energy gap and the
4fn−15d1/CTS transitions. From the above consideration, it
appears natural to expect the similar bandgap variation of
R2O2S for the explanation of the variation of the body colors
[3].

Next, the Raman/Infra-red(IR) phonon modes are theoret-
ically evaluated (Table 2). The vibrational mode assignment
is explained in our previous work on Y2O2S[20]. Notice that
the IR modes (Eu, A2u) include the sulfur (oxygen) atom mo-
tion at the origin in the unit cell, whereas the Raman modes
(Eg, A1g) do not; the internal modes limited within the paral-
lelogram of R2O2 are the Raman active. Thus we may expect
that the Raman-active modes of R2O2S have similar character
with those of R2O3 to some degrees.

Table 2
Theoretical and experimental phonon mode wavenumbers (unit: cm−1) of R2O2S and R2O3 (R = La,Ce,and Pr)

Mode Y2O2S La2O2S Ce2O2S Pr2O2S La2O3 Ce2O3 Pr2O3

Theory Theory Experiment Theory Experiment Theory Experiment Theory Experiment Theory Theory

Raman
Eg 142 107 104 109 106 111 101 106 74 108 110
A1g 259 201 196 203 205 190 201 108 203 205
Eg 493 383 360 394 404 372 430 444 445 457
A1g 497 398 392 410 409 421 412 403 408 416 428

2 )

2 O)
24 )
30 )
3 TO)
4 )
4 O)

53 )

T The ex
R d as th
Infrared

Eu
201(TO) 193(TO) 262 197(TO) 248

238(LO) 223(LO) 276 228(LO) 282

A2u
264(TO) 201(TO)

212
237(TO)

200
330(LO) 297(LO) 303(LO)

Eu
433(TO) 333(TO) 420 342(TO) 417
565(LO) 474(LO) 458 483(LO) 450

A2u
461(TO) 406(TO) 415(TO)
586(LO) 513(LO)

370
524(LO)

348

he symbol TO (LO) denotes transverse (longitudinal) optical mode.
aman experiment of La2O3, the observed mode of 192 cm−1 was dimisse
00(TO) 191(TO)
242

198(TO) 203(TO

31(LO) 299(LO) 308(LO) 316(L
1(TO) 216(TO) 227(TO) 228(TO
8(LO) 397(LO)

242
408(LO) 417(LO

49(TO) 397(TO) 409(TO) 418(
91(LO) 556(LO) 435 569(LO) 580(LO
23(TO) 440(TO) 451(TO) 460(T
3(LO) 512(LO)

386
523(LO) 539(LO

perimental data come from Ref.[3] for R2O2S and Ref.[27] for La2O3. As to the
e overtone of the mode of 108 cm−1. The data of Y2O2S come from Ref.[20]
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Table 3
Born effective charge and high- and low-frequency dielectric permittivity tensor elements (ε∞ andε0) of La2O2S and La2O3

αα Z∗
αα(La) Z∗

αα(O) Z∗
αα(S/O) ε∞

αα ε0
αα ε0

αα − ε∞
αα

Y2O2S xx +3.66 −2.53 −2.28 5.23 (4.29) 12.51 7.28
zz +3.71 −2.63 −2.16 4.87 (4.07) 12.20 7.33

La2O2S xx +3.95 −2.78 −2.34 5.45 (4.53) 14.72 9.27
zz +3.99 −2.79 −2.40 5.23 (4.40) 13.80 8.57

Ce2O2S xx +3.94 −2.78 −2.33 5.49 14.67 9.18
zz +3.98 −2.79 −2.37 5.25 13.71 8.46

Pr2O2S xx +3.92 −2.76 −2.31 5.51 14.58 9.07
zz +3.96 −2.79 −2.35 5.24 13.63 8.39

La2O3 xx +4.09 −2.74 −2.71 4.83 (4.13) 23.20 18.37
zz +3.78 −2.49 −2.57 4.69 (4.02) 21.54 16.85

Ce2O3 xx +4.08 −2.73 −2.69 4.82 22.65 17.83
zz +3.76 −2.48 −2.56 4.67 21.07 16.40

Pr2O3 xx +4.06 −2.72 −2.67 4.80 22.21 17.41
zz +3.74 −2.46 −2.55 4.64 20.67 16.03

The theoretical prediction with the scissor correction technique are denoted in parentheses. The data of Y2O2S come from Ref.[9]

In the phonon calculations of R2O2S/R2O3, Raman-active
modes are well reproduced, while IR-active modes are not,
at the first glance. Unfortunately, only a few IR experimental
works performed in 1970s are available[26,27]. We suspect
the accuracy of the experimental data, as discussed in Ref.
[20] With respect to the discrepancy between theory and ex-
periment in Raman vibrational modes of La2O3, it is note-
worthy that the author of Ref.[27] reported a Raman mode
of 192 cm−1, which was dismissed as the overtone of the
Raman mode of 108 cm−1. Our calculation indicates that the
observed mode of 192 cm−1 may be onefundamental Raman
active mode, while the mode of 74 cm−1 may come from dif-
ferent sources. Our new mode assignment appears plausible
in the light of the expected similarity in the Raman modes of
La2O2S and La2O3, as we stated before. If our assumption
holds true, the agreement between theory and experiment can
be well expected. Further investigations should be awaited to
clarify this point.

The high- and low-frequency dielectric tensor components
(ε∞ and ε0) along thea- and c-axes are evaluated, along
with the Born effective charge tensors (Table 3). Whereas
ε∞ originates from electronic polarization, the difference
(ε0 − ε∞) originates from ionic polarization expressed by
phonon modes and Born effective charges; this is the contri-
bution from the IR phonon modes. The explicit equation can
be found elsewhere[18,19]. Note that the calculated high-
f may
n aris-
i rgy
g . The
e
( re of
t -
m and
e scis-
s eV to
r
p lec-
t

larger polarization of “electron cloud” around sulfur anion
than around oxygen anion.

On the other hand, the low-frequency (static) dielectric
tensor components of La2O3 are larger than those of La2O2S;
the evaluatedε0 value of La2O3 appears typical in experi-
ments of RE sesquioxides[4]. From the relationship among
dielectric tensors and Born effective charge[19], the largerε0

value in La2O3 than in La2O2S can be ascribed to the larger
Born ionic charge in oxygen than in sulfur anion at the origin.
The Born effective charge depends on the electronic charge
reorganization induced by virtual atomic displacement due
to the definition asdynamical effective charge[30]. Thus,
this difference betweenε0 of La2O3 andε0 of La2O2S can
be understood from the viewpoint of the electronegativity
difference between oxygen and sulfur.

4. Conclusion

We have investigated structural, electronic, vibrational,
and dielectric properties of R2O3 and R2O2S, from the stand-
point of the first-principles calculation. The phonon modes,
high-frequency and static dielectric tensors, and Born effec-
tive charge tensors are evaluated by the DFPT. The agreement
between the theory and the experiments appears satisfactory,
if we consider possible errors in experimental data and the
p ula-
t ode
a cal
s tions.

op-
e ption
i the
p e ex-
p ve
t l-
i tates
a ition
o the
requency dielectric constants for the Ce/Pr-compounds
ot be physically meaningful due to resonance effect

ng from photo-absorption involving 4f-states in the ene
ap between the anion p-states and the RE 5d-states
xperimental high-frequency dielectric constant of La2O2S
La2O3) may be estimated as 4.67 (3.63) from the squa
he refractive index[28,29]. The calculatedε∞ is overesti
ated due to the LDA; the agreement between theory

xperiment can be somewhat achieved by adopting the
or correction technique with the scissor parameter 1.9
eproduce the experimental band gap of R2O2S/R2O3. The
resent result may indicate that the high-frequency die

ric constant of R2O2S is larger than that of R2O3 due to the
resent theoretical approximation. In particular, our calc
ion has pointed out another possibility on the Raman m
ssignment of La2O3. Further experimental and theoreti
tudies are encouraged to confirm our theoretical predic

Although the structural, vibrational and dielectric pr
rties have been well investigated, the photo-absor

n R2O3/R2O2S cannot be discussed quantitatively in
resent work, For this purpose, the RE 4f-states must b
licit included in ab initio calculations. At present we ha

o point out two major difficulties within the DFT forma
sm; underestimation of “energy gap” between anion p-s
nd RE 5d-states, and unreliable predictions of the pos
f the very localized 4f-states in the energy gap due to
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strong electron correlation. Accurate theoretical prediction
of the position of the 4f-states in the corrected “energy gap”
would lead to understanding not only the variation of photo-
absorption of R2O3/R2O2S but also other physical properties
closely related to the RE trap levels[25]; for example, long-
life phosphorenscence enabled by RE co-dopants, photo-
carrier generation (or luminescence) by Ce-doping[31], and
so forth. Further progress in the DFT is thus awaited.
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